Recovery of action potentials and twitches after K-contractures in frog skeletal muscle.
To give information about intracellular Ca2+ translocation during and after K-contractures in vertebrate skeletal muscle fibers, we examined recovery of action potentials and twitches after interruption and spontaneous relaxation of K-contractures at low temperature (3 degrees C) that greatly reduced the rate of Ca2+ reuptake by the sarcoplasmic reticulum. On membrane repolarization interrupting K-contractures, the amplitude of both action potentials and twitches recovered quickly, while the falling phase of action potential was markedly slowed at first to prolong its refractory period, so that repetitive stimulation (20 Hz) did not produce a complete tetanus. Meanwhile, on membrane repolarization after spontaneous relaxation of K-contractures, the action potentials were markedly reduced in amplitude and prolonged in duration at first, also resulting in prolonged refractory period. These results are discussed in connection with Ca2+ absorption to the surface and transverse tubule membranes, producing changes in action potential kinetics.